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Structure of the presentation

• Introduction: Ethics and CSR

• Ethics and Corporate Culture: results 
of a literature search

• Conclusions and Recommendations



Ethics and CSR
“Generally…a voluntary strategy that a company 
implements to meet or exceed stakeholder 
expectations. It involves integrating social, ethical 
and environmental concerns together with revenue, 
profit and legal obligations…emerging as a new 
way of doing business in today’s market.”

(James Sbrolla anda Sarah Lenarcic)



What’s new about CSR?... 

“What is new is that explicit social and 
ethical responsibilities are now vested 
in American corporations more than 
ever before...”
(Smith and Dyer)



At least 3 responses…

1. With some fine-tuning, business can 
lead the way…

2. Business, because of its very nature, 
will not lead the way to a greener 
future.

3. A major revisioning and repositioning 
of business ethics is required



1. Business needs fine-tuning:
tack on an EE

• Continuing growth model, as long as 
it is sustainable

• Incorporate pollution prevention, 
product stewardship and clean 
technology into operating systems

• Extend duties from stakeholders to all 
having a stake in the firm: suppliers, 
customers, local community and 
environment



2. Business will not lead the 
way…EE is “flakey”

• Business has its “own special ethics…”
• E.g. high stress performance ethic, heightened 

specialization, fiduciary duty to corporation 
rather than public interest

• “derisive joking” and general 
acknowledgement of “flakiness”

• Corporations wield inordinate power and 
thus can evade accountability

• Possible solution: Just rely on govt or communities 
– or move from Wall Street to Main Street (Korten)



3. Re-envision and re-position 
business in terms of EE

• Continuing ethic of “eco-efficiency”
will “let industry finish off everything 
quietly, persistently and completely.”

• Need a “cradle-to-cradle” paradigm
• “Natural Capitalism” – building 

sustainability into the foundations



To imbed EE into business 
means:

• Environmental Ethics is more than an 
“add-on” or “option” to corporate 
functioning

• Means: bring images of corporate 
success in line with sustainability



Consumers vs. Citizens

• Corporation not a solipsistic entity; 
e.g. shareholders not just consumers 
but citizens



Different questions get asked…

• The value of animals? Ecosystems?... 
Distributive justice?...



Values-mapping integral to 
corporation

• Make values transparent
• Understand root of conflicts and 

enable improved communication
• Rethink perceptions and values 

internal to business
• Rethink business’ place within the 

broader community.



In the end, Kofi-Annan’s 
insight….

“Without the private sector’s active 
commitment and support, there is a 
danger that universal values will 
remain little more than fine words…”



So…in a slight revision of 
Christopher Stone…

“Why shouldn’t corporations be socially 
[and environmentally] responsible?”!



Thank You


